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COAL OPERATORS AND PRESIDENT WILSON.

The coal operators of Colorado, through their representative, J. F. Wel-
born, president of the Colorado Fuel and Iron Company, held a conference

with President Wilson Wednesday last in the matter relating to the breach

between the Mine Workers’ union and the mine owners. Objections were

made to some of the points in the plan adopted by the miners, by Mr. Wel-
born, in answer to which the President declared that the operators should
accept the plan, as he thought it the only means of bringing about an adjust-

ment of the matter which would be satisfactory to all concerned. While the

recent strike is something to be deplored, yet it stands to reason that some-

thing can be done to bring about better conditions which will be advantageous

to the workers without being necessarily detrimental to the owners. Our

hope is that a conscientious action will guide those who control the situation

so that a normal condition of affairs will be restored and the most amicable
relationship will exist between employer and employe.

COLORED CITIZENS AND THE COMING CAMPAIGN.

Byway of a reminder, we must bring to the notice of our Republican

organizations and their leaders the element of voters among the people of
color who are always willingto assist the party to champion any cause in
which the citizens of a country will be benefitted, so that the nation can
again have another proof of our determination to stand for the cause of

righteousness, liberty and justice. It is therefore necessary that recognition

be given some representative person or persons or some reputable organiza-

tion among us, through whom or which the most important efforts and rea-
sonable desires of the colored voters might be intelligently communicated and
understood, to the end that a more thorough and satisfactory political alli-

ance might be maintained. We are quite sure that by this time the Repub-

lican party is alive to the fact that the old-time custom of relying upon the
colored man’s loyalty by making him a few campaign promises and the giv-

ing him of a few positions is not in keeping with the advancement of the

times and the Increasing importance of the colored vote, and therefore our
leaders of well as city and county committees, would be doing that

which will result in material benefit to the organization if they attach a

little more importance and extend more consideration to this portion of the
party. Registration of every man and woman who is within the legal privi-

lege has been almost a second nature among us, and being aware of the
importance of this campaign, every colored voter seems determined to do

all to bring about an improvement to our city and state and an all-round

betterment of the conditions now prevailing in which as a member of the
community he or she must necessarily participate. There are to be found

among, us men and women of sterling ability, consistency of action, unswerv-
ing in their devotion to the party, w’ho shared its joys and sorrow’s when it
soared, and then down to defeat, but w ho also entertained the bright and hope-

ful side. Optimistic in their views, they would often counsel in a generous

manner their fellow citizens not to lose heart, as their firm opinion is a resur-
rection of the Republican party, and now as every indication points to an
unparalleled and sweeping success, our party leaders should bestir them-

selves and meet us in conference, taking us into their confidence, and make
their appointments now so as to establish a faithful, trustworthy, permanent

agency on whom they can absolutely rely. Tempus fugit.

OFFICERS REPUBLICAN STATE AND COUNTY COMMITTEE.

The following officers were elected to the state central committee and

the city and county committee of the Republican party:

Philip B. Stewart of Colorado Springs, state chairman; Mrs. Charles B.

Timberlake of Sterling, vice chairwoman, and John F. Vivian, secretary.

A resolution was adopted giving the chairman-elect authority to name

the state executive committee, which was empowered to assume the duties

of the state central committee during the campaign.

The city and county committee elected Geo. P. Steele, chairman; Mrs.

Anna M. Scott, vice chairwoman, and Louis Wagner, secretary.

With the selection of the above-named persons there is every reason to
hope for abundant success in this campaign. Men of the caliber and stamina

of Stewart, Steele and Vivian need no commendation or eulogy in present-

ing them to the Republican party, as they have been tried and proven worthy

of the position of leaders, that will not only do justice to any organization

that entrusts them with conducting its affairs, but who are bound to lead

to the goal of success. We must therefore resolve to support unflinchingly

these men who, in conjunction with their associates, are determined to do
everything that lies in their power to steer our party to the position which

she rightly belongs and which this state will prove is hers. Party friction and

little selfish roles will be entirely absent in this campaign, and the oneness
in thought, spirit and action will be essential to restore us to the place where

our party will be free to act in fostering and supporting fearlessly every

cause towards the uplift of humanity and the progress of a people. Har-
mony is our watchword, Success our slogan.

Human Character Not
Strengthened by Music

By ETHEL B. HOWARD
Artist and Poet. Boston, Mass.

Lovers of music, persons
in whose life it has been a
vital interest, will say that
its influence for good must
have been great in human
experience generally. Those

¦ “

to w’hom it has never spoken
with the voice of authority, whose spirits have been deaf to it, can hardly
believe that it has been a real force in the onward urge of men’s lives.

A third class of persons, small in proportion and conspicuous for a

prejudice against the arts in general, rather than for a hospitable attitude
toward them, have a certain mistrust of music, except in a few of its more
rigid forms. Against secular music, for example, they raise a barrier of
disapproval as against an enemy of morality. Very seldom nowadays,
of course, but very often of old, music which was not sacred was regarded
either as idle or dangerous.

Human progress is a difficult thing to measure. To trace any direct
connection between it and the influence of music is not easy. Say that
music has been the source of delight, inspiration, employment to millions
of people. The case then ia easily won for music if these things cover what
we mean by “progress.” One can pretty nearly gauge, in terms of money,
the increase of industry in a given time under the stimulus of a new
invention, but to measure the general progress, of a people in a richly
musical period is a matter for speculation.

Can it be said, as a proved fact, that art makes people better? No,
it cannot. But as human beings progress they make, I believe (allowing for
all the mistakes, backslidings, failures and doubtful experiments), bet-
ter art. f \

Music, I suppose, might be naqied the most potent of all the arts in
its instant effect on the feelings (when it is in any degree emotional and
not a purely intellectual form, as it was known and cultivated in the
middle ages). Music is, in a sense, highly utilitarian. It will make men
work with more vigor and in unison it will even make them go into battle
with a sort of willingness. It causes them to forget obstacles, overcome
restraints, grow tender, fierce or reverent; in short, it acts like a strong
drug of instantaneous and rather transient effect upon the majority of
human beings. But acting thus on the emotions, can it make for any
progress, except in emotipnal sensitiveness, unless there results a strength-
ening of the character somewhere from the exprience ?

Music is not “elevating,”; as it is sometimes called (or used to be,
in every-day parlance). Those who hear it with significant results were
“elevated” before they heard it. They only listened and understood. Music
may amount to a revelation to some. It may be the key to open to them
new worlds, but music did not make such people what they are.

I should Bay that music has had little effect on human progress, though
human progress has contributed vastly to the enrichment of music. What
flowers in art is the vitality of the human spirit seeking to announce itself
in many ways. The arts do not make human progress, but hu'man prog-
ress does everything for the arts, which are varieties of its expression.

What makes humanity progress,
by the way, we don’t know.

Hotel Clerk Should
Show More Friendliness
By Alfred T. Hoffmao, Brooklyn. N. Y.

A siranger gets his first
impression of any city he
happens to visit from the
hotel at which he registers.

I was bom in New York,
but have traveled in Europe
and have traveled consider-

ably in the United States. With fevt exceptions, the hotel clerk in this
country seems to think that he is doing you a favor in assigning you to
a room at from $3 to $5 per. It is different in the old country. In most
of the larger towns of Europe, and particularly in London, the hotel man-
agement recognizes the fact that the person who registers is a guest.

The hotel is the host and should act accordingly. In London the per-
son who represents the hotel at the desk makes you feel that you are
welcome. If he doesn’t say so his manner says, “I am glad to have you
here.”

' " *

In New York and throughout this country —north and south—the
stranger is not as a rule greeted with any degree of welcome. In New
York two or three of the new hotels are realizing the importance of play-
ing the real host. Some one at the desk is ready to be friendly and to make
the man who registers feel at home. All the hotels in this country should
do likewise, which course would make the* stranger have all the better
opinion of the city in which he is visiting for the first time.

Give Every Young
Woman an Equal Chance

By Rev. Dr. J. F. Prentice, New Orleans,La.

When a man does wrong
he is given every chance to
reform, but with a woman
it is different.

It is a lamentable fact
that not enough girls who
go astray are given the

proper chance to reform when they Bhow the inclination to do so. A great
many more would be reclaimed if they were given the right sort of treat-
ment.

The girl who is so unfortunate as to make a false step is not given the
same opportunity to reform ns is extended to her brother.

I have been around a great deal and have observed closely, and I have
yet to find a market for wild oats.

The fellows who get to the front are those with clear eyes and steadv
hands, and not the prodigal sons.

The fatted calf is not killed for the prodigal daughter, but on the
other hand she is taken back home through the side streets and alleys and
in at the back door, and her former companions shun her as if she were
a contagion.

The difference between the acts of the daughter and the wild oats

lowing of the son is not fair.

Controlling Spirit of
Existence in Man
By M. P. PERRY. Greco River. Wyo.

To get out of life as much
as possible and at the least
cost to ourselves appears
to be the controlling spirit
of existence.

We seem to have lost sight
of the fact sometimes that

we are placed on this earth to work out our salvation; we forget the higher
aspects of our moral vision in the more exciting business of life, and we

prefer to fix our own viewpoint to suit our personal convenience rather
than to accept the more exacting and less attractive one that he who knowr s
all things beat may choose for us.

We find it hard to rise above the trivialities and perplexities and con-
fusions of the ordinary course of life, perhaps because notwithstanding our

denunciation of them wr e really find them too full of interest to surrender
absolutely, or possibly because w’e have no real desire to do more than live
in the present—without a thought of either the future or the hereafter.
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